RADIANT SHAKTI
CREATIVE ENHANCEMENT OF WOMAN’S AUTHENTIC RADIANCE
3 ONGOING WEEKEND WORKSHOPS- A CLOSED GROUP OF PARTICIPANTS

This workshop will help you to radiate your power, wisdom and authenticity without fear. It is designed
as a creative flow of experiential exercises aimed at raising awareness on our own femininity and exercises to stimulate circling of female energy in our own energy field.
Working with women for many years, I have seen many obstacles which women encounter when they
wish to radiate their female energy without inhibitions. When they receive no support on this path, they
withdraw fearfully and suppress their true nature. They adopt patterns of behaviour which give them
a sense of acceptance and belonging in a patriarchal community. However, these patterns come at a
high price, the price of suppressing our own primal nature. When a woman does not live in line with
her true nature, this leads to deep dissatisfaction and increases the probability of developing different
illnesses, physical as well as psychological, and it also decreases chances for a healthy conception,
normal pregnancy and childbirth.
The purpose of this workshop is to enable us to learn how to strengthen and keep the fires of our own
female power and wisdom burning every day without feeling guilty or afraid. Feelings of guilt and fear
are created by woman’s unconscious attachments to patriarchal value system. Pariarchal value system
does not represent men and/or authentic masculine energy that we women yearn for. They are simply
deviant and unhealthy values whose purpose is to control women and block their power. A woman
who radiates creative Shakti energy in its fullness does not seek to humiliate, overpower, and disqualify
men. Her only and very natural task is not to surrender to patriarchal energy that desires to dominate
the world. By doing so she enables herself to radiate love at all levels of her existence. The main purpose of every woman is to heal herself and her surroundings by radiating her love freely.
During the workshop we specifically focus on consciously seeing the limiting beliefs that condition
our behaviour, getting in touch with pleasure, discovering the inner voice, enhancing the inner beauty, looking at the ways in which women sabotage their own female energy, and setting boundaries in
relationships.
Radiant Shakti is a 3 weekend ongoing workshop, consisting of three modules.
No prerequisites needed.
During the Radiant Shakti cycle we shall explore power of music, movement, dance, painting, meditation, visualisation, conscious breathing, dyads and silence. Every workshop will strengthen your inspiration and insight.
Module 1 ENTERING THE BODY
Module 2 GETTING SUPPORT FROM FEMALE ARCHETYPES
Module 3 SETTING BOUNDARIES – DEVELOPING OF SELF - LOVE
Radiant Shakti is a “down to earth” work, in which you allow yourself a shift in energy and consciousness. It requires your willingness to activate your feminine energy and your consent to stop regarding
analytic mind and judgement as a sole factor of comprehension and evaluation. It also requires your
willingness to embrace a different perspective than this you have now. If this seems suitable for you,
Radiating Shakti might be a transformative experience for you, and you will soon be able to enjoy its full
benefits in everyday life.
Welcome!
Note: Minimum 6, maximum 10 women per group
Price: when in Pathways Centre space in Zagreb, Croatia
90 euro per person for 1 module. All 3 modules 270euro
Locations out of Croatia- inquiries and info at info@centarstaze.com
How to apply: Please fill the application form
Questions: info@centarstaze.com

